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Sleuth Amuse-bouches
by Hope

Summary

Just little one-offs written for other people, mostly snippets, not beta read, not to be taken too
seriously!

Will add to as they're written.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/Hope/pseuds/Hope


Sleepy suitang snuggles for Iseult Variante

Tang Fan is tipsy by the time they leave Tang Yu and Pei Huai’s to walk home—and Sui
Zhou is sure he’s pretending to be drunker than he is, just so Sui Zhou loops an arm around
his waist in support as they make their way through the dark streets. He leans into Sui Zhou
heavily, his breath sweet from the wine, and it’s all Sui Zhou can do not to simply carry him
back home, the memory of Tang Fan’s arms around his neck just as sweet.

By the time they get to the front gate of their home Tang Fan’s steps are genuinely heavy,
though—he hadn’t been sleeping much, working late, though had stubbornly resisted Sui
Zhou’s suggestions that they reschedule their family dinner to another day. It was Tang Yu’s
wedding anniversary, Tang Fan had insisted, even though Sui Zhou is fairly certain that any
day for the two weeks around it would also meet that description.

Tang Fan flops on his back onto the bed, not moving after Sui Zhou has deposited him there
—not even moving to take his boots off while Sui Zhou moves about the room, lighting a few
candles. He changes into his own sleeping clothes and washes his hands and face as Tang
Fan’s breath deepens, and when Sui Zhou returns to the bed, Tang Fan is snoring, open-
mouthed.

“Runqing,” Sui Zhou murmurs, gripping Tang Fan’s shin through his robes and shaking it
gently.

Tang Fan makes a pitiful moan, eyelashes fluttering.

Sui Zhou huffs, fond and amused, and starts pulling Tang Fan’s boots off. He’s malleable, at
least, and still just awake enough to help as Sui Zhou rolls him out of his robes. He can’t help
but scrape a fingernail lightly against the sole of Tang Fan’s foot as he pulls his socks off last
of all, and Tang Fan yelps in protest, curling his limbs up. He glares down at Sui Zhou with
sleepy eyes.

“People who can’t undress themselves don’t get to complain,” Sui Zhou says in reply to the
unspoken complaint. Tang Fan just opens his arms out, and Sui Zhou crawls into them,
pulling the blankets up over them as he goes.

He leans behind himself to pinch the last candle out, then settles down against Tang Fan. He’s
very warm, and the side of his throat is very soft against Sui Zhou’s lips and nose. Tang Fan’s
fingers fiddle in Sui Zhou’s hair sleepily. Sui Zhou is asleep before they stop.



Tang Fan watching Sui Zhou train for Berry

Tang Fan’s case is at an impasse, so he seeks out his favourite distraction. He picks up some
sesame cakes on his way, eats them before he gets there, has to pick up more from the vendor
on the same street as the Northern Imperial Guard.

Sui Zhou isn’t where Tang Fan is used to finding him, so he stops a passing guard in the
courtyard. “Where is Sui-baihu?”

“Daren,” the guard acknowledges him. “He’s in the training yards.”

Tang Fan feels his eyebrows rise. He hadn’t even known they had training yards. But he
supposes they have to learn somewhere. The guard gives him directions to a part of the
compound Tang Fan has never been before, and on his way Tang Fan takes in the new
surrounds curiously. He passes through a stone hallway, through a room with weapons
mounted along the walls—it’s obvious where Sui Zhou’s home decorating tastes came from
—and out onto a covered walkway that borders an open courtyard.

There are men lined up in formation on the bare, packed earth, and Tang Fan comes to a halt
as he sees them. None of them are in their full uniform, all stripped down to shirts and
trousers in the baking sun, and they are all watching their teacher intently: it’s Sui Zhou.

As Tang Fan watches, Sui Zhou’s body moves fluidly, gracefully, with a slowness that Tang
Fan doesn’t usually see him move with, demonstrating a kung fu move step by step on one
unfortunate guard. Usually when Tang Fan sees him fight, the ripple and swirl of his robes
add an extra layer of elegance to his movements, but seeing his powerful legs bend and flex
without the usual skirts is… evocative.

Calculating lines of sight swiftly, Tang Fan takes a slow, measured step back until he’s tucked
under the shade of the walkway. He places the bag of sesame cakes on the ground carefully
so as not to draw attention with the crackling paper. He can hear Sui Zhou’s voice, but not his
words; he’s not one to shout unless in command. The men on the training field pair off,
attempting to replicate Sui Zhou’s instruction far less gracefully.

Sui Zhou folds his arms over his chest, and Tang Fan watches as one of the pairs break off
from the rest to approach him. They speak for a moment, something fluttering in Tang Fan’s
chest when he witnesses one of Sui Zhou’s rare laughs—the sound echoes faintly across the
bare training field to reach him. Then Sui Zhou is squaring up to them, the two guards taking
similar stances before launching themselves at him a moment later.

Their movements are swift and without hesitation, elegant and deadly. Tang Fan isn’t sure
he’s seen Sui Zhou fight actual other kung fu masters before—though he has overheard some
of Sui Zhou’s guards talking about seeing him fight Jia Kui, once. What’s clear from this
fight is that they’re not fighting to put each other down, but simply to test the others’ skills; it
looks less like violence and more like dancing.



Tang Fan’s breath catches as another pair breaks off from their basic training to launch into
Sui Zhou’s fight, then another—shouts of exertion and the sound of bodies hitting on the
ground carry through the hot air across the courtyard, and Sui Zhou’s body is all ceaseless
motion; kicking, spinning, grabbing and throwing. Tang Fan fumbles in his belt for his fan,
snaps it open and waves it at his face. It’s very hot today, even in the shade; a small breeze
wouldn’t go astray.

At length, the men cease their attempts to best Sui Zhou; some simply stand back, laughing,
while others brace their hands on their knees, leaning forward. Others still are lying on the
ground, panting. One of them calls something to Sui Zhou that Tang Fan can’t make out, and
Sui Zhou ducks and shakes his head. He strolls to one of the benches behind him, picks up a
water flask and tosses it back to the man who spoke to him. Then he reaches for the ties of
his shirt, pulling them loose then swiftly shrugging the shirt of his shoulders. He scrunches
the cloth and drags it over his face—wiping away sweat, presumably—and Tang Fan’s breath
stutters and stops.

The fan drops to the ground with a clatter, and at the noise Sui Zhou turns immediately, eyes
fixing onto Tang Fan as he squints across the courtyard. Tang Fan crouches to fumble for the
fan, picking it up again and standing. Hiding his flushed face with the fan, he gives a small
wave.

He sees Sui Zhou’s bare chest hitch as he huffs a laugh and shakes his head. Then he’s
turning to his men again, speaking briefly and gesturing; the men get up and set themselves
to rights, and start filing out of the training ground, a few of them giving Tang Fan curious
glances on their way. Tang Fan simply concentrates on appearing aloof and unmoved, fan
fluttering in front of him, sweat dripping down from the hair at his temples.

Finally Sui Zhou strolls over, his shed shirt still held loosely in his fist. The gleam of his bare
chest in the bright sunlight is something Tang Fan cannot find words to describe, nor the way
his waistband sits on his hips, or the way his thighs flex, unhidden by the usual skirts of his
robes.

Tang Fan has to force his eyes up to meet his gaze when Sui Zhou makes it to the shade of
the walkway, the rest of the guards long since gone. Sui Zhou has the bare hint of a smile on
his lips, one eyebrow raised slightly.

“You didn’t tell me you trained Imperial guards,” Tang Fan says, closing his fan and reaching
out to smack Sui Zhou’s bare shoulder with it. He regrets it instantly; even without touching
him Tang Fan can feel the heat radiating from Sui Zhou’s skin, and this close he can see the
sheen of sweat making him gleam. There’s no way Tang Fan is going to remain aloof, now.

His eyes widen as Sui Zhou steps closer, expression still faintly amused, and then closer still,
crowding Tang Fan back against the stone wall. Tang Fan clutches the fan to his chest as Sui
Zhou braces a hand on either side of his shoulders. “I didn’t realise it was such important
information,” he murmurs lowly.

Tang Fan isn’t quite sure what to do, the majority of his mind’s resources still focused on the
presence and proximity of Sui Zhou’s bare chest. Flirting in their own home is easy enough,
and tumbling into their own beds—but this is—but Sui Zhou is—



Sui Zhou tucks one of his hands beneath Tang Fan’s hair where his neck meets his jaw, finger
and thumb splayed around Tang Fan’s ear. Then he tilts Tang Fan’s face up and angles down
to kiss Tang Fan’s already-open mouth. There’s nothing tentative about it—not that Sui Zhou
is ever hesitant, just that he usually works up to this kind of deep plundering of Tang Fan’s
mouth, his tongue teasing against Tang Fan’s, his teeth threatening against Tang Fan’s lower
lip.

The fan clatters to the ground again, and Tang Fan flattens his hands against Sui Zhou’s
chest, running them down to his sides, then up again to his shoulders. He makes a small,
embarrassing noise, and Sui Zhou withdraws a little, lips clinging until they separate. His
other hand has made its way to Tang Fan’s hip, and he slides it around to his lower back,
teasing lower; he hitches Tang Fan’s hips forward. “Would you like to continue this
somewhere a with a little more privacy?” Sui Zhou rumbles.

Tang Fan swallows, feeling the many layers of his robes between them. “Yes please.”



Serious drunk Sui Zhou aggressively nurturing Tang Fan for
Charlie

With Dong’er visiting Duo’erla, and Sui Zhou at an official dinner, it’s a rare evening that
Tang Fan gets to himself. Not that he often enjoys being alone, having become accustomed to
quite the opposite. But, well. It means he can get some writing done. Of which there have
been far too few opportunities since he moved in with Sui Zhou.

As the sun sets he lights candles around his room, standing them in crowded pillars around
his desk. The heat of them helps to keep him warm as well, a blanket shrugged loosely
around his shoulders.

He’s not sure how long he’s been writing when he hears the gate crash open. He starts,
jerking his head up and looking around. The candles are much shorter now. Tang Fan holds
his breath, listening. There are the sound of footsteps on the courtyard paving stones.

“Guangchuan?” He lays his brush down carefully. It isn’t like Sui Zhou to make such an
entrance. Abruptly, he feels very keenly the fact that he is alone in an otherwise empty house.

The door jerks open. It is Sui Zhou, his head peering through the door. His expression is very
serious. More serious than usual. Yet he sways a little. Tang Fan feels his eyebrows lift.
“Welcome home,” Tang Fan says drily when Sui Zhou offers no greeting of his own.

“Have you eaten?” Sui Zhou grunts.

Tang Fan blinks, reflecting on the last few—several?—hours. He shakes his head.

Sui Zhou huffs out a vexed sigh and disappears from Tang Fan’s doorway again. Tang Fan
hears him walk through the house in the direction of the kitchen. It is extremely unlike Sui
Zhou to be so noisy. Tang Fan shakes his head again, smiling a little, and picks up his brush.
Hungry or not, the intoxicating headspace of writing without the sense of time passing is still
reaching out for him, and he dives back into it.

He’s just finished the scene with a flourish of his brush when Sui Zhou enters his room again.
Or barges in, more like—relative to how Sui Zhou normally moves, with a muted sort of
grace. This time he crosses the room to Tang Fan’s desk without saying anything. Tang Fan
barely has time to put down his brush before Sui Zhou is leaning over and lurching forward
and—

“Guangchuan—!” Tang Fan cries in outrage as Sui Zhou braces the top of his shoulder
against Tang Fan’s belly and hauls him up with barely a pause. Tang Fan grabs at the back of
his robes and yelps, suddenly upside-down. “What are you—!?”

Sui Zhou doesn’t answer, just carries Tang Fan out of the room over his shoulder. Tang Fan’s
instinct is to kick and struggle, but he can see the paving stones below him, and wants to hit
his head on them even less than he wants Sui Zhou to carry him. It doesn’t stop him
complaining, though. “Sui Zhou, you brute! What are you doing? Let me down, I can walk!”



Sui Zhou lets him down in the dining room, placing him directly onto a stool. The table is
covered with steaming plates of food. Tang Fan’s stomach growls loudly.

Sui Zhou sits down next to him, and starts immediately piling up Tang Fan’s bowl with a
selection from each dish. “Eat.”

Well. He is hungry. “Guangchuan,” Tang Fan says as he starts to stuff each perfectly cooked
morsel into his mouth, narrowing his eyes at Sui Zhou. “Are you drunk?”

Sui Zhou finishes loading up Tang Fan’s plate and starts on his own. He doesn’t look up to
meet Tang Fan’s eyes.

Tang Fan snorts. “The esteemed Sui-baihu, too deep in his cups to even speak,” he
comments, giggling.

Sui Zhou pours him tea, and finally looks at him with a scowl. “Drink.”

Tang Fan obeys with a flourish. “You should get drunk more often, Sui Zhou. I could enjoy a
midnight snack every night.”

Sui Zhou gives him a piercing look. Tang Fan just shoves more tofu into his mouth.

Sui Zhou starts clearing the plates away when Tang Fan finally leans back with a sigh of
satisfaction, placing his chopsticks down. It is very late, Tang Fan realises as he looks out the
open door at the scatter of stars above, listening to Sui Zhou clatter around the kitchen.

He strolls out into the cool night air, picking the neat braid at the back of his head—he should
really have taken it out and combed his hair when he got home from work, instead of leaving
it in all evening. He wanders into his room, holding his hair out of the way to blow the
candles out around his desk, then starts getting ready for bed.

He’s in his nightclothes and sitting on the edge of his bed, yawning, when Sui Zhou appears
again. The same intensity is still darkening his features, though there is water splashed up the
front of his house robes. Tang Fan feels himself soften with fondness. He watches as Sui
Zhou takes in the scene, and holds the comb out to him.

Sui Zhou sucks in a sharp breath through his nose, staring at the comb, then steps forward to
take it carefully. Tang Fan pats the bed beside him, then turns around.

Sui Zhou runs the comb through his hair slowly, reverently. Tang Fan sighs, his shoulders
softening as he relaxes. “Why don’t you ever get drunk at home, Guangchuan?” he asks idly.

Sui Zhou pauses. Then his fingers comb through Tang Fan’s hair, brushing lightly down his
back. Tang Fan shivers. At the movement, Sui Zhou abruptly puts the comb down and starts
pulling at Tang Fan’s bedclothes instead. Sui Zhou is usually sparing with his words, but this
sudden abundance of action in their place makes Tang Fan want to curl up into a ball around
his feelings of delight and laugh helplessly.

Finally Tang Fan is lying down under the covers, Sui Zhou still sitting on the edge of the bed,
staring down at him. There has been something developing between them for months now,



and Sui Zhou’s blunt manhandling has only made Tang Fan more certain of its trajectory.
Still, he won’t take advantage of Sui Zhou while he’s drunk. For Sui Zhou’s dignity, more
than his own. Sui Zhou’s frequent acts of generosity, of care, are usually delivered with such
calmness and reserve. Tang Fan’s heart softens to see the naked yearning in Sui Zhou’s eyes.
“Tuck me in?” He suggests softly, laying his hand on Sui Zhou’s where it rests on the bed.

Sui Zhou takes him up on the offer as though it’s his solemn duty, running his hands over the
coverlet to smooth it over Tang Fan’s chest more times than necessary. Tang Fan longs to pull
him into his arms, stroke his foolish head.

“Guangchuan,” he says at length, when Sui Zhou is just staring at his hands resting on Tang
Fan’s chest. “Go to bed. I will see you in the morning.”

Sui Zhou looks up to meet his eyes. His expression has softened at last. He gives a brief nod,
blowing the last candle out as he leaves. Tang Fan sighs, smiling to himself as he stares into
the darkness before falling asleep.



Tang Fan & Wang Zhi clothes sharing, for Bish

Chapter Summary

Missing scene from episode 30.

Wang Zhi’s ominous words about Li Zilong are unsettling, but Tang Fan’s anxious curiosity
is brushed aside with an instant when Wang Zhi can’t even keep a straight face, a burst of
laughter huffing out between his lips again.

He would get out and walk, but worse than Wang Zhi’s ridicule would be walking through
the streets like this—hours away from home—so Tang Fan just shrugs off the gauzy outer
shawl irritably, bracing his hands on his knees and glaring out the front screen of the carriage.

“Aiyo,” he hears Wang Zhi say a few minutes later. Tang Fan grits his jaw, refusing to turn
around again, but can’t help but whip around in outrage when Wang Zhi says, “Aren’t you
going to take off the rest?”

Tang Fan stares at him, scandalised. “So you want to embarrass me even more?”

Wang Zhi smiles ruefully. “If you hate it so much, then get changed.”

Tang Fan waves his hands in the air. “Into what? My uniform is at Huanyi. Do you think I’m
carrying a spare set of clothes on me?” He gestures towards his body.

Wang Zhi looks at the fake breasts and smirks. Tang Fan crosses his hands over his chest,
glowering.

Wang Zhi sighs. “Turn around, then,” he says, and Tang Fan frowns as Wang Zhi’s hands go
to his belt. Wang Zhi stops, waves his hand. “Turn around, Runqing.”

Tang Fan huffs, but turns. Listening with confusion to the sound of Wang Zhi undressing.
Does Wang Zhi intend to wear the dress himself?!

Something soft hits Tang Fan in the back of the head, and he makes a noise of irritation
before reaching up to grab it. It’s a bundle of white cotton middle clothes, and he looks back
over his shoulder, frowning furiously.

Wang Zhi is sitting calmly with a serene expression on his face. He’s fully dressed—at least
he seems to be. The white collar of his undershirt is no longer peeking out from under his
outer robes.

“No need to give them back,” he says magnanimously, nodding to the bundle of clothes in
Tang Fan’s hands.



Despite himself, Tang Fan feels grateful. As fun as it’s been to flummox Sui Zhou, the
attention he’s received from strange men has been deeply disconcerting, and the fear of being
found out at any moment has left him exhausted.

“Don’t look,” he instructs Wang Zhi through a pout, and Wang Zhi sighs, crossing his legs
and turning to stare pointedly out of one of the screened windows.

Tang Fan undresses as hurriedly as he can, which is not very quickly when he’s so unfamiliar
with the clasps and lacings of the dress. He should have paid more attention when Qing Ge
was fastening him into it, he reflects with some regret.

Finally, he’s down to his undershorts—which he’d been allowed to keep, at least—and he
hurriedly steps into Wang Zhi’s trousers, manoeuvring awkwardly in the small carriage to get
them up over his hips.

“Wang Zhi!” he hisses censoriously when he catches Wang Zhi peeking at him over his
shoulder. He covers his bare chest with his arms, somewhat futilely.

Wang Zhi makes a small hmph noise, turning back around with a raised eyebrow, and Tang
Fan grumpily pulls the shirt on as well.

Then he looks down at the dainty pink slippers.

“I’d offer you mine,” Wang Zhi says idly, and when Tang Fan looks up, it’s to find Wang Zhi
regarding the slippers contemplatively as well. “But your feet are much bigger than mine.”

“It’s alright,” Tang Fan says, slumping. His face is still painted anyway, and his hair still
styled coquettishly. If Wang Zhi drops him off right at the gate to Sui Zhou’s house, no one
will even see...

“Jia Kui,” Wang Zhi calls. Jia Kui’s voice rings out as he calls to the horse, and the carriage
slows to a halt. A moment later, the door opens, and Jia Kui’s face appears.

Wang Zhi gestures. “Give him your shoes.”

Jia Kui’s face shows his confusion. He looks at Tang Fan. Tang Fan stares at the floor of the
carriage, mortified. A moment later, Jia Kui’s boots are dropping with a thud to the floor of
the carriage, and the door closes again. The carriage moves on.

Tang Fan heels off the slippers hurriedly, pulls the boots on. He wants to thank Wang Zhi, but
equally, doesn’t want to encourage him. When he glances up, Wang Zhi is giving him a
smug, contemplative look.

“You won’t insert yourself into the ice case, will you?” Tang Fan asks nervously.

Wang Zhi’s eyebrows twitch. “Is the Emperor in danger?”

Tang Fan frowns. “Of course not.”

Wang Zhi sniffs. “Then you can keep it. For now.”



The sun has set by the time they pull into Northern Revered Lane, the carriage slowing and
stopping in front of Sui Zhou’s house.

“I will bring your clothes back when Dong’er has washed them,” Tang Fan says mulishly.

Wang Zhi smiles, his eyes dancing over Tang Fan’s underdressed form and back to his face.
“Keep them,” he says. “You can owe me a favour.”

Tang Fan scowls, and clambers out of the carriage.



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!
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